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[1] We report new drillstring packer permeability tests conducted during Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Expedition 327 in upper oceanic basement in Hole U1362A on the eastern flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge. Hole U1362A lies within a closely spaced array (40–2460 m separation) of six holes in well-sedimented 3.5–3.6 m.y. old crust that were drilled, tested, and instrumented with borehole observatories during Ocean Drilling Program Leg 168 and IODP Expeditions 301 and 327. The permeability tests in Hole U1362A complement similar experiments previously conducted in nearby Holes 1026B, 1027C, and U1301B. The new results suggest consistency of upper crustal permeability between Holes U1362A and U1301B, which penetrate 290 and 320 m of basement and are separated by ~825 m. We obtain similar bulk permeability values of 1–3 × 10^{-12} m² for the sections deeper than ~150 m into basement in both holes. These values are significantly higher than results of packer experiments in the shallowest few tens of meters of basement in nearby Holes 1026B and 1027C, suggesting that the highest basement permeabilities in this area are not found in the shallowest basement layers. Downhole logs of density and penetration rate during drilling and coring in Holes U1362A and U1301B show similar trends within the upper crust, reinforcing the inference that there may be considerable lateral continuity in hydrogeologic properties. This continuity may be associated with the fundamental lithostratigraphy of the crust and/or influenced by ridge-parallel faulting and fracturing associated with the formation of abyssal hill topography.
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1. Introduction

[2] Since the late 1970s—shortly after the discovery of hydrothermal vents on the seafloor—scientific ocean drilling has provided important opportunities to constrain the permeability structure of the oceanic crust (as discussed in reviews by Fisher [1998], Becker and Davis [2004], Fisher [2005, and references therein]). Most drilling-based studies of ocean crustal hydrogeology have focused on young ridge flanks, areas far from the thermal, magmatic, and tectonic influence of active seafloor spreading. As in other fractured crystalline rock formations, the permeability of upper oceanic crust is likely to be highly heterogeneous, varying spatially by several orders of magnitude [e.g., Khaleel, 1989; Gavrilenko and Gueguen, 1998; Neuman, 2005]. In the upper oceanic crust, the hydrological connectivity that contributes to permeability at various spatial scales can be produced by a number of constructional and tectonic features, ranging from original eruptive stratigraphy to large-scale crustal faults. Permeability in such heterogeneous formations may be a scale-dependent tensor, governed by the direction(s) of both driving gradient and fluid flow, and with the distance and/or volume across which measurements are made [e.g., Bear, 1972; Clauser, 1992; Rovey and Cherkauer, 1995; Zhou et al., 2010]. Thus, the permeability of the upper ocean crust must be determined at multiple locations, spatial and temporal scales, and directions of interest, in order to fully resolve its influence on hydrogeologic and related (thermal, chemical, microbiological) processes.

[3] The methods that have been utilized since the 1970s in scientific ocean drilling to investigate ocean crustal permeability have included single-hole experiments that use either (1) drillstring packers to isolate sections of the formation for short-term pressure testing, pioneered by Anderson and Zoback [1982] or (2) observations of longer-term natural borehole flow into or out of the formation in holes left open to exchange with ocean bottom water [e.g., Hyndman et al., 1976; Becker et al., 1983, 2004; Fisher et al., 1997]. These indicate effective or bulk permeabilities of the tested formations at radial scales ranging from <1 m to hundreds of meters from the hole and thus may not represent conditions along full flow paths at the scale of hydrothermal flow through the ocean crust. Packer and free-flow experiments in single holes cannot be used to assess formation storage (compressive) properties, nor can they help in assessing azimuthal differences in permeability. Nevertheless, these measurements are valuable for assessing the stratigraphic distribution of permeable zones in the crust, based on measurements made by isolating different vertical intervals, and through comparison of values determined using the same techniques at multiple locations.

[4] Since the development of the sealed-hole “Circulation Obviation Retrofit Kit (CORK)” hydrogeological observatory in 1990 [Davis et al., 1992a], additional methods have become available to estimate crustal hydrologic properties at larger scales, in response to tectonic and tidal strains [e.g., Davis et al., 2000, 2001, 2004]. More recently, pressure changes in one borehole observatory were used to assess cross-hole formation response and properties resulting from perturbation at another observatory [Fisher et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2010].

[5] The earliest permeability tests in ocean crust at young ridge-flank sites suggested a three-layer structure to upper crustal permeability, with generally permeable upper few hundred meters of extrusives (pillows, flows, breccias) overlain by significantly less permeable sediments and underlain by significantly less permeable extrusives and intrusives [e.g., Anderson et al., 1985]. This overall structure is generally supported by more recent compilations at multiple ridge-flank sites [e.g., Fisher, 1998, 2005; Becker and Davis, 2004], although there are still very few results from deeper extrusives and intrusives. In addition, recent results with multiple methods suggest a scale dependence, with the methods that sense over greater scales usually producing larger values of average permeability [e.g., Fisher, 1998; Becker and Davis, 2003].

[6] Recent surveys have assessed the lateral distances across which ridge-flank hydrothermal circulation occurs. On 3.5–3.6 m.y. old seafloor on the eastern flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge,
geochemical and thermal evidence indicates a travel path extending at least 50 km between volcanic edifices that are sites of recharge and discharge [Fisher et al., 2003a; Hutnak et al., 2006; Wheat et al., 2000]. Lateral fluid flow across tens of kilometers is also apparent on the eastern flank of the East Pacific Rise, near 10°N, where the seafloor is ~23 m.y. old [Fisher et al., 2003b; Hutnak et al., 2008; Wheat and Fisher, 2008]. To date, these are the only locations where ridge-flank hydrothermal recharge sites have been definitively located, and where the lateral scale of flow paths has been determined with confidence.

[7] In sum, borehole permeability tests suggest general consistency in the hydrogeologic layering of the upper ocean crust (with the greatest permeabilities found within thin zones of the upper extrusive layers), and other studies indicate sufficient lateral connectivity in flow paths so as to allow crustal-scale transport across vast distances (mining heat, discharging altered fluids, supplying nutrients to microbes, etc.). However, it remains unresolved whether such large-scale connectivity is produced by original igneous stratigraphy, discrete fault networks, and/or some combination of the two. Also, it remains to be shown whether permeable units in the crust are continuous at a scale of kilometers. It has been relatively rare in the history of scientific ocean drilling for multiple basement holes in the same area to be tested for hydrogeologic properties. Here we report the first subseafloor results that illustrate physical and hydrogeologic consistency of crustal properties at a kilometer scale, made possible when Expedition 327 of the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) completed an array of holes in the Juan de Fuca Ridge flank.

2. Setting: The “Second Ridge” Array of ODP/IODP Boreholes

[8] IODP Expedition 327 revisited the “Second Ridge” area of 3.5 m.y. old crust on the sedimented eastern flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge (Figure 1). Here Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 168 (1996) and IODP Expedition 301 (2004) had previously established four reentry holes that penetrated into oceanic basement beneath relatively thick cover of low-permeability sediments [Davis et al., 1997; Fisher et al., 2005a]. Earlier boreholes included Holes 1026B, U1301A, and U1301B along the axis-parallel, sediment-buried basement ridge, and 1027C in the thickly sedimented basement valley about 2 km to the east (Figure 1c). In each of these holes, packer tests were conducted to assess upper crustal hydrological properties [Becker and Fisher, 2000, 2008], and long-term CORK borehole observatories were installed [Davis and Becker, 2002; Fisher et al., 2005b]. The packer experiments in Hole U1301B indicate that the 170 m thick section of upper basement between 150 and 320 m subbasement (msb) is, on average, at least an order or magnitude more permeable than the shallowest few tens of meters of basement tested by the packer experiments in Holes 1026B and 1027C [Becker and Fisher, 2008].

[9] Expedition 327 returned to this area in 2010 [Fisher et al., 2011a, 2011b] and established two new reentry holes and CORK observatories in Holes U1362A and U1362B along the sediment-covered basement ridge between Holes 1026B and U1301B (Figure 1). Before installing the CORKs, geophysical and hydrologic properties were assessed with a logging program and packer experiments in Hole U1362A. The zone tested with the packer in Hole U1362A overlaps with the zones previously tested in Hole U1301B in terms of subseafloor and subbasement depths (Figure 2). This vertical overlap and the 825 m lateral separation between these sites provides for an initial assessment of the consistency of basement lithostratigraphy and permeability.

3. Hole U1362A Configuration and Experimental Methods

[10] Hole U1362A was drilled and cored to a total depth of 528 m below seafloor (mbsf), penetrating through 236 m of sediment and 292 m of volcanic basement rocks. Before any coring, the sediments and uppermost basement were drilled to 346 mbsf using a 0.37 m diameter bit and then cased to a depth of 308.5 mbsf (72.5 mbsf). Basement was then cored from 346 mbsf to total depth using a 0.25 m diameter bit. After cleanout operations were completed, rubble was tagged at 519 mbsf (283 mbsf); thus, there is at least 9 m of ambiguity as to the full depth extent of the open basement interval tested during subsequent packer measurements.

[11] Three passes of a single geophysical logging tool string were run in Hole U1362A to characterize upper basement properties and identify locations for placement of packers to be used for
Figure 1. Location and general stratigraphy at borehole measurement locations (modified from Fisher et al. [2012]). (a) Map of the northeastern Pacific Ocean (location shown on inset), including major tectonic features and drill sites discussed in this paper. Dashed black line shows location of ODP Leg 168 drilling transect [Davis et al., 1997]. Yellow square shown in detail in Figure 1b. (b) Bathymetric contours (black, numbers in meters), basement outcrops (gold contours), and ODP and IODP drill holes (circles). Area in dashed yellow box is shown in Figure 1c. (c) Depth contours drawn on a surface showing the location of the sediment-basement interface in the Second Ridge drill area, and the locations of ODP and IODP drill holes. Surface plot is shown adjacent to a multichannel seismic reflection profile completed as part of a site survey prior to IODP Expedition 301 [Zühlendorff et al., 2005]. The sediment-basement surface was created from numerous closely spaced seismic reflection profiles in the Second Ridge area. Depths are plotted in units of two-way travel time.
hydrogeologic testing and establishment of a CORK observatory. The main components of the tool string included a natural gamma ray detector, lithodensity tool, ultrasonic borehole imaging tool, and mechanical caliper [Shipboard Scientific Party, 2011]. The logging data were corrected to a common borehole depth reference using caliper and gamma ray logs to identify the deepest casing.

**Figure 2.** Borehole recovery, lithostratigraphy, diameter, and bulk density for Holes U1362A and U1301B (data from Fisher et al. [2005a, 2011]), which are separated laterally by ~825 m. Depths are shifted so that data in meters subbase ment (msb) scale, right side of each borehole compilation, are aligned at the top of basement. Black/white bars indicate core recovery/nonrecovery, with recovered intervals pushed to top of cored intervals, based on IODP curatorial standards. Basement lithologies were identified mainly based on recovered core using different nomenclature during Expeditions 301 and 327 but have been standardized for this plot. Dashed lines in hole diameter columns indicate the size of drilling or coring bit used for corresponding interval, whereas red curve indicates diameter measured with mechanical caliper tool. Bulk density curve (blue) derived from geophysical logging data, whereas diamonds are laboratory measurements from hand samples. Horizontal bands labeled, “P,” indicate position of inflatable packer elements used for permeability testing. Geophysical data begin near 100 mbsf, because shallower basement intervals were drilled and cased in each hole.
Additional drilling information, including relative depth of the bit during drilling and coring operations, was collected at 2 s intervals using an updated version of the JOIDES Resolution’s rig instrumentation system (RIS) [Graber et al., 2002]. RIS bit depths were determined for intervals of continuous downward movement of the drillstring, which extended up to 10 m during coring and up to 30 m during drilling (the lengths of a core barrel and a full stand of drill pipe, respectively). The most reliable depth and time information was used to calculate bit penetration rates and construct a profile of the variation of penetration rate versus depth in Hole U1362A.

Hydrogeologic experiments during Leg 168 and Expeditions 301 and 327 were conducted using an inflatable packer assembled into the bottom of the drillstring, with methods as described by Becker and Fisher [2000, 2008] for previous experiments in Holes 1026B, 1027C, and U1301B. Once positioned at the intended sealing depth, the packer is activated after dropping down the drillstring a so-called “go-devil” that carries two electronic pressure gauges that monitor pressures just below the packer through the experiments. After it lands within the packer, the go-devil initially forces any seawater pumped from the rig floor into the inflation element until the packer expands and seals the hole. After inflation, the go-devil then allows controlled pumping into the sealed formation zone beneath the inflated packer element. The packer can be inflated in casing to test the entire open-hole interval or in open hole if there are good indications (e.g., from downhole logs) of competent zones that will hold the inflated packer and allow it to seal off the section below.

For typical ODP packer experiments in ridge-flank holes [e.g., Becker and Fisher, 2000, 2008], two types of pumping experiments are normally conducted. First are slug tests, in which the pumps are turned on briefly to apply a short pressure pulse to the isolated section; average permeability can be estimated from the decay of downhole pressures as the pressurized fluids flow into the formation. Second are constant-rate injection tests, particularly useful when permeability is high and slug test decay times are too rapid. These typically involve pumping into the formation at constant rate for time periods of 20 min to 2 h and then maintaining the seal of the pressurized hole for a similar time. Permeability can be estimated from the rise of downhole pressure during the period of injection, and in some cases from the decay of pressures after injection is stopped.

Based on our prior experience in Holes 1026B and U1301B [Becker and Fisher, 2000, 2008], we expected slug tests to decay very rapidly and conducted only constant-rate injection tests in Hole U1362A. For constant-rate injection into a borehole that completely penetrates an isotropic, radially infinite, confined reservoir or aquifer, the expected pressure rise at any radial position in the reservoir relative to the injection hole is given by the classic Theis [1935] solution. This involves an exponential integral to represent the injection hole as a vertical line source; the pressure response at a given position depends on time, injection rate, and reservoir transmissivity. Transmissivity is defined as the product of reservoir thickness and hydraulic conductivity $K$, which is related to permeability ($k$) by $k = K\mu/\rho g$, with $\mu$ and $\rho g$ being the viscosity and specific weight of the fluid, respectively.

Results presented in this paper were derived by fitting observed pressure responses during injection to this idealized solution, using a nonlinear least squares approach to minimize misfit. When the pressure observations are made in the injection hole, radial symmetry of aquifer properties must be assumed, but the solution can be modified to account for the source hole penetrating only part of the permeable aquifer. As part of the analysis, we explored a range of thicknesses of the open borehole interval, thicknesses of the upper crustal aquifer, and alternative borehole/formation models. We examined results using more complex models of crustal properties but found no statistically fit improvement relative to the Theis [1935] solution.

4. Experimental Results

Borehole geophysical logs from uppermost basement in Hole U1362A are similar to those collected in Hole U1301B and the upper few hundred meters of other oceanic boreholes drilled into the extrusive section of young ocean crust [e.g., Barretzko and Fisher, 2008; Matthews et al., 1984; Pezard and Anderson, 1989]. The crust around Hole U1362A is highly layered, at a vertical scale of 5–40 m, and the hole is enlarged beyond bit size (and sometimes beyond caliper size) across numerous depth intervals (Figure 2). There is generally a good inverse correlation between the caliper and bulk density logs, with larger-diameter...
intervals tending to have lower bulk density. This correlation may be real, because less dense intervals tend to be weaker and thus wash out more easily during drilling and coring, or it may result from imperfect contact between the borehole wall and the logging sonde in washed out and irregular intervals.

[18] Intervals with hole diameters close to bit size and higher bulk densities, across depth intervals of 10–20 m or more, were good candidates for packer seats (Figure 2). The seat selected in Hole U1362A for hydrogeologic testing was near 426.5 mbsf (190.5 mb), separating two borehole zones ~20 m thick that are severely washed out (“over gauge” according to the caliper log). After conducting successful packer tests at this inflation depth, we deflated the element and repositioned the packer in casing for an inflation intended to test the entire open-hole basement interval, but that attempt failed because of damage to the inflation element incurred on moving the packer in the hole.

[19] The downhole pressure record from the successful inflation (Figure 3a) shows the overall sequence of (H) a hydrostatic reference at 424.5 mbsf before packer inflation, the actual inflation (I) after repositioning the packer two m deeper, a sealed-hole borehole reference (B) that is below the hydrostatic reference because of the residual effects of a downhole flow of cold ocean bottom water induced by drilling operations, the pressure increases during 2 h long periods of constant-rate injection into the isolated zone at 4.4 and 8.4 L/s, and then packer deflation (D) and a second hydrostatic reference period (H2). In 2004, there was a large tidal variation in seafloor pressure during the time when packer experiments were conducted in Hole U1301B, and this required careful correction of the downhole pressures [Becker and Fisher, 2008]. In contrast, there was a smaller tidal range in this area (measured at nearby Hole 1027C) at the time of the Expedition 327 packer tests in Hole U1362A (Figure 3b), so no significant tidal correction was required.

[20] Figures 4a and 4b show downhole pressure records for two hour-long injection tests conducted in Hole U1362A at constant pumping rates of 4.4 and 8.4 L/s, respectively. Given that the near-hole region had been severely cooled by drilling-induced downhole flow of cold ocean bottom water, we used a seawater viscosity of $1.6 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa s, appropriate for a temperature of $\sim 2^\circ$C, as indicated by the downhole gauges (Figure 3a). In addition to the expected rise of pressure during injection, there are two other features to the pressure response that are important to note. First are the almost immediate pressure drops when injection was stopped and the hole was kept “shut-in” without venting downhole pressure; this quick recovery response requires high formation permeability. Second, there are slight offsets in the baseline pressure values before and after injection, particularly for the first test (dotted lines). Applying a baseline correction to account for these trends makes little difference for the interpreted permeability.

[21] Figures 4c and 4d show fits to the data to the Theis model, and Table 1 summarizes test results, including a range of possible aquifer thicknesses. Varying the aquifer thickness results in proportionally different transmissivity values but little difference in calculated bulk permeability. Correcting the data for the small offset in pressure baseline for the first injection test results in a slightly greater permeability, but overall the results are all consistent with a bulk permeability of $1.2–1.7 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$ for the first injection test, and $0.9–1.1 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$ for the second injection test at higher rate.

5. Discussion

5.1. Comparison to Results From Nearby Holes

[22] The apparent permeability values obtained for the tested zone in Hole U1362A for two injection tests are very similar to the values of $1–3 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$ reported by Becker and Fisher [2008] for seven injection tests in three comparable test intervals (152–318 m into basement) in Hole U1301B, located 825 m NNE of Hole U1362A (Figure 5). The values deeper than $\sim 150$ msb in both holes are higher by roughly an order of magnitude than the values obtained by Becker and Fisher [2000] in the shallowest basement sections in nearby Holes 1026B and 1027C. This suggests that the highest upper crustal permeabilities in this region are not found immediately adjacent to the sediment-basement interface but are deeper in the extrusive section [Fisher et al., 2008; Becker and Fisher, 2008]. Holes 1026B and 1027C each penetrated <50 m into uppermost basement, sampling only a few igneous units with relatively poor core recovery and no supporting logging data. Possible explanations for lower permeability in these uppermost
sections, relative to deeper intervals, could include lower probability of sampling any significant fractures or faults, reduced lateral continuity of the youngest basement units because of waning magma supply or roughness along the basement-sediment contact, or clogging due to more intense alteration.

[23] Becker and Fisher [2008] tested the borehole permeability of three overlapping zones in Hole 1301B (Figures 2, 5, and 6). A comparison of caliper and geophysical logs from Holes U1301B and U1362A guided selection of the packer seat in Hole U1362A and suggests that there may be a hydrostratigraphic correlation between the two holes. In particular, similar patterns in the caliper and penetration rate records (Figure 6) suggest that the packer seat in Hole U1362A corresponds most closely to the middle packer seat in Hole U1301B.

[24] An additional penetration rate record was generated for Hole U1362B, located between Holes U1301B and U1362A (Figures 1 and 6), and drilled into basement and cased without coring or geophysical measurements. Penetration rate records derived from RIS data need to be interpreted cautiously because there are many factors other than lithologic properties that can influence this parameter, including bit diameter and type, weight on bit, the extent of hole cleaning, and fluid circulation rate. In the absence of core and geophysical data from Hole U1362B, there is no way...
to test whether lateral consistency apparent in the penetration rate records is indicative of primary lithology or formation structure. That said, there appear to be consistent patterns in higher and lower penetration rates measured across the three holes, suggesting some continuity in formation properties along a distance of \( \frac{C}{25} \frac{825}{C}{m} \) (Figure 6).

The similarity in upper basement permeability values in Holes U1301B and U1362A, when combined with the consistency in downhole patterns in geophysical log responses and penetration rates, suggests that there may be lateral continuity in formation petrophysical and hydrogeologic properties in this area. This continuity would apply along a direction indicated by the hole-to-hole orientation, N20°E (Hole U1362A to Hole U1301B), roughly parallel to the active spreading center located 100 km to the west (Figure 1).

In Hole U1301B, packer tests from the deepest setting depth (\( \sim207 \) mbsf) indicated that the 111 m of open hole below that depth was significantly less permeable than the overlying basement section. This would support an interpretation based on using the drilled thickness to represent the “reservoir” thickness; either the permeable section does not extend to significantly greater depth, or crustal layering restricts vertical transport more than horizontal transport. Packer results from Hole U1301B also suggest that the \( \sim20 \) m thick larger-diameter zone at \( \sim445–465 \) mbsf (\( \sim180–200 \) mbsf) may have a permeability as great as \( 2 \times 10^{-17} \) m\(^2\). A similar \( \sim20 \) m thick
A large-diameter zone was sampled directly below the packer seat in Hole U1362A (Figures 2 and 6). If most of the transmissivity in the tested interval in Hole U1362A is assigned to this large-diameter zone, as suggested by results in Hole U1301B, then the permeability of that zone also may be as high as $10^{-11}$ m$^2$ (Figure 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test ID and Rate (L/s)</th>
<th>Baseline Correction Applied?</th>
<th>Aquifer Thickness (m)</th>
<th>$K_z/K_r$</th>
<th>Transmissivity $(10^{-3}$ m$^2$/s)</th>
<th>Hydraulic Conductivity $(10^{-6}$ m/s)</th>
<th>Permeability $(10^{-12}$ m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1, 4.35</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2, 8.36</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All processing used the following parameters: fluid temperature 2°C, fluid viscosity $1.60 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa s, fluid density 1040 kg/m$^3$, gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s$^2$, first 100 s of data ignored in curve fit.

$K_z/K_r$ is ratio of vertical to horizontal hydraulic conductivity.

5.2. Relation to Regional Surveys and Core Samples From Boreholes

The inferred continuity of geophysical and hydrogeologic properties around Holes U1301B and U1362A is consistent with results of numerous geophysical and geological studies that sample the upper ocean crust at a range of spatial averaging scales. Reflection seismic surveys have commonly suggested the presence of a layered velocity structure in the upper crust along and near the Juan de Fuca Ridge, with lateral continuity on a scale of kilometers [e.g., Canales et al., 2005; Carbotte et al., 2008; Nedimovic et al., 2008; Christeson et al., 2010]. Seafloor geological and mapping studies of medium-rate spreading centers have similarly found that individual eruptive and lithologic units may extend laterally on the order of one to several kilometers [e.g., Chadwick and Embley, 1994; Chadwick et al., 1998, 2001; Colman et al., 2012; Kappel and Ryan, 1986]. Additional evidence for the continuity of individual upper crustal layers at a kilometer scale comes from studies of tectonically exposed cross sections and ophiolites [e.g., Karson, 2002; Karson et al., 2002; Schmincke and Bednarz, 1990], and modeling of submarine eruptive processes [e.g., Gregg and Fornari, 1998; Zhu et al., 2003].

In contrast, cores recovered from Holes U1301B and U1362A are challenging to correlate on the basis of petrology and alteration as observed in hand samples. On the southern flank of the Costa Rica Rift, a similar lack of unit-by-unit correlation was noted by Alt et al. [1996], based on examination of cores recovered from Holes 504B and 896A ~1 km apart (although the separation of these holes is in a ridge-parallel sense, whereas the separation in the present study is ridge-perpendicular). The lack of obvious unit-by-unit correlation between boreholes based on hand samples is not surprising, as...
there are common small-scale variations in the frequency and form of eruptive units and the extent of fracturing and rock alteration in the upper crust. In addition, core recovery from boreholes in the upper ocean crust is generally low and likely to be biased against representation by less robust intervals (which may be among the most permeable and thus most represented in borehole testing).

[29] As noted by Pezard et al. [1992] in articulating a model for accretion of intermediate-rate crust, the flow units of largest lateral extent may constitute vertical permeability barriers within an upper crustal layer of generally high horizontal permeability. Thus, the apparent lateral consistency we report may not be linked to continuity of individual eruptive units. Instead, it may indicate
Figure 7. Seismic reflection line GeoB00–482 of Zühlsdorff et al. [2005] that crosses the location of Hole U1362A, at an orientation that is normal to the strike of the Second Ridge sediment covered basement ridge shown in Figure 1. (top) A redisplay of the processed data shown in Figure F8C of Zühlsdorff et al. [2005]. (bottom) The sediment-basement contact (yellow) and high-angle normal faults (blue) that are subparallel to the strike of the basement ridge and may contribute to along-strike continuity of hydrogeological properties.
the generally high permeability of the upper volcanic layer composed of multiple eruptive units, which are confined by more massive flow units having lower vertical permeability.

Alternatively or in addition, the apparent consistency of formation stratigraphy and hydrogeologic properties between Holes U1362A and U1301B could represent a component of tectonic modification associated with ridge-flank faulting. These holes are located near the top of a single basement high, the peak of an abyssal hill formed by stretching of the brittle upper crust [e.g., Kappel and Ryan, 1986; Macdonald et al., 1996; Buck and Poliakov, 1998]. Careful examination of seismic reflection profiles running perpendicular to this basement high (e.g., Figure 7) shows that these boreholes are located close to high-angle normal faults that are oriented subparallel to the active spreading center to the west [Davis et al., 1992b; Zühlstorff et al., 2005; Hutnak et al., 2006]. The same stresses that generated these faults could have imparted smaller-scale fractures that influence the hydrogeologic fabric of the crust more generally. Azimuthal anisotropy in upper crustal permeability, with the long axis of the permeability ellipse oriented in the ridge-parallel direction (N20°E), could help to explain the difference in properties inferred from cross-hole response and those inferred from single-hole tests [Fisher et al., 2008]. High-angle faulting is also thought to have influenced crustal hydrogeology around Hole 504B [Ayadi et al., 1998], although there is less information available in that area concerning spatial continuity of upper crustal layers or the layered distribution of permeability.

6. Conclusions

Results of packer tests and borehole logs run in Hole U1362A during IODP Expedition 327 suggest significant consistency in formation properties when compared to data sets from nearby Hole U1301B. These two holes penetrate 290 and 320 m, respectively, into the basaltic upper crust and are separated by ~825 m along a sediment-covered basement ridge that strikes parallel to the spreading center to the west. The packer experiments in both holes indicate bulk permeability values of $1–3 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$ for the open-hole sections deeper beneath 236–265 m of much less permeable sediment. The permeability of basement sections tested in Holes U1301B and U1362A is significantly greater than indicated by packer experiments in the shallowest few tens of meters of basement in nearby Holes 1026B and 1027C, suggesting that the largest basement permeabilities in this area are not found immediately adjacent to the sediment-basement interface. Downhole logs of density and penetration rate in Holes U1362A and U1301B show similar trends within the permeable sections, suggesting that there may be some lateral continuity associated with these zones. This consistency, and the lack of obvious lithologic (petrologic, alteration) correlation based on hand samples from cores, suggests that hydrogeologic continuity could be defined by generally permeable volcanic units bounded by more massive flows, and/or the extent of ridge-parallel crustal fabric associated with abyssal hill topography.

Additional insights as to the lateral extent of hydrogeologic connection within the ocean crust in this area will come from ongoing hydrogeologic studies using the borehole observatory network at Sites 1026, 1027, U1301, and U1362. Tracers injected into the upper crust around Hole U1362B during Expedition 327 [Fisher et al., 2011c] are currently being sampled by autonomous collection systems in surrounding holes and will provide the most direct evidence of both lateral connection in the crust and rates of transport. The pressure response to fluid and tracer injection during Expedition 327, and to a multiyear free-flow experiment, will allow a more accurate and nuanced assessment of both large-scale hydrogeologic properties and azimuthal anisotropy in the upper crust [Fisher et al., 2011c, 2012]. Mapping the nature of the permeable network that guides fluid, heat, solute, and microbial transport in the ocean crust is challenging, but considerable progress can be made by combining multidisciplinary data collected across a range of spatial and temporal scales.
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